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**DISPLACEMENT**
2.1 cu. in. (34 cc)

**OUTPUT**
1.4 hp (1.0 kW)

**DRY WEIGHT**
22.2 lbs. (10.1 kg)

**FUEL CAPACITY**
27.3 fl. oz. (700 ml)

**FUEL 50:1 RATIO**
Fuel/mixing oil

---

**12-Fin Rubber Paddles**
For sweeping anything from grass clippings to snow and gravel. The 12-fin rubber drum avoids damage to swept surfaces.
Sweeping swath: 23 in. (584 mm)

---

**Aggressive Nylon Brush**
This brush is almost as aggressive as a crimped wire brush, at an economical price. Unlike the crimped wire brush, this one also clears cracks and crevices in pavement.
Sweeping swath: 11 in. (279 mm)

---

**Nylon Brush**
For lighter-duty aggressive cleanup of heavy, loose dirt. Useful in flat-surface work, spreading liquids, and cleaning walkways and bike paths. Recommended for T300 and T3410 only.
Sweeping swath: 20.2 in. (513 mm)

---

**Silicon Carbide Impregnated Brush**
A medium-aggressive abrasive brush that also removes moss and dry mud, but not as effective on dust and fines. This brush has the lowest kickback in use.
Sweeping swath: 15 in. (381 mm)

---

**Crimped Wire Brush**
Our most aggressive brush for the most demanding applications. It scours moss, dry mud, and loose paint and is useful for descaling.
Sweeping swath: 11 in. (279 mm)

---

**Mixed Nylon/Wire Brush**
This medium-aggressive brush works for removing moss, dry mud, dust, and fines as well as cleaning crevices and cracks in pavement.
Sweeping swath: 11 in. (279 mm)